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Abstract

In almost every personal injury trial the injUred
person's attorney has to decide how MUch t-o atk the jury

to award in damages;

A line of research regarding

attitude change in other settings indidateS that the
more extreme the persuading message is, the More
attitude change occurs.

This suggests that the nu:ire

money requested in damages, the more a jury Will aWard.
In an analogue experiment of juror behavior, the authorS
examined the effect of amount of damages requested On
amount awarded;

One hundred and fifty-eight college

student subjects read two detailed case summaries Of
real personal injury cases, with each summary containing

one of four amounts requested for damages by the injured
person's attorney.

The results showed a Significant

effect of amount requested on amount awarded.

The

effect was consistent across cases and across injured
persons of different sexes and ethnic groupt.

Shaping Juror Attitudes:

Effects of Requesting

Different Damage Amounts in Personal Injury Trials

In persona' injury trials juries typically awatd
damages for pain and suffering, loLs of enjoyment of
life and wage loss

In almost every personal injury

trial the injured person's attorney has to decide how

much to ask the jury to award in damages. At present,
attorneys must choose a total amount to request baged on
personal experience and conjecture, as there appear to be

no published studies of what effect, if any, the amount
requested has on the amount awarded.
However, there is a 1rie of research in non=jury
settings that indicates that the more extreme a

persuading message is, the more attitude change occurS.
There is evidence in this line of research that aS the
message becomes extreme, the effect fadeS out So that no
additional increase in attitude change occurs with
increasingly more extreme arguments.

At quite extreme

_

levels of discrepancy, a boomerang effect sometimeS
occurs in which more extreme argume-ntg load t6 leSS

attitude change than less extreme arguments (McGuire,
1976).

This line of research has been characterized as
indicating that for maximum perSuaSion a message should
be more than minimally different from the original
attitude of the meSSage receiver but not So different as
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to lead t e receiver to reject the source of the message
(Sherif & Hovland, 1961).

HoWeVer, it is unclear

whether the findings of the attitude-discrepancy
research apply tO any Specific situation

(Eagly &

Himmelfarb, 1978), SUCh aS requesting damages in
personal injury triala, and what the optimal amount of
discrepancy WoUld be.

If the above Mentioned line of research were extended
to requests for damages in personal injury trials,

similar re3ults would indidate that attorneys should ask
for a relatively latgti amount but avoid very extreme
requests.

Interestingly, the saMe advice is given by

some experienced attorneys (e.

g-

De May, 1977,

p.

233).

We therefore set out to examine empirically the
relationship between the amount requested for damages
and the amount awarded.

We hypothesized (a) that at

least at some levélS of amount requested there
is the simplest postible relationship between amount

requested and amount awarded, namely that the more
requested by the attorney for the injured person
(plaintiff), the more a juror would award, and (b) that
this relationship would oe found regardless of the
specific facts of a case, including the injuries

sustained and the gender and ethnic group of the
plaintiff.

Gender and ethnic group were examined because

of evidence of gender differences in actual trial awards
(Nagel & Weitzman, 1972) and

because of the poSaibility

of ethnic bias also.
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In order to obtain the necessary control over the

relevant variables, we simulated in a simplified way the
crucial atpeCts of two trials.

Method
Subjects

The 158 subjects were college students taking
psychology courses who volunteered to participate in the
experiment.

There were 81 males and 77 females, with

mean age of 22.19, SD = 7.03.

a

The subjects included 34

hitpanics, 105 nonhispanic whites, 6 blacks, 3 orientals

and 10 individuals who did not state their ethnic group.
Materials

The primary materials were detailed summaries,
written by the authors, of two real personal injury
cases.

The summary of one case, involving a leg

injury, was 330 words long; the summary of the other

case, involving temporomandibular (PMJ) and shoulder
injuries, was 470 words long.

The leg ca80 Summary

stated that the liability of the defendant had already

been found by the court. The TMJ case Summary Stated
that the defendant had admitted liability.

Both

summaries stated that the sole i8Sue to be decided by
the juror was the amount of damages to be awarded.
that way the complexities of determining liability were
eliminated in a realistic way.
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Both summaries gave detailed descriptions of the
chronic pain and disablity being experienced by the
plaintiff and of the treatment received, thrOugh the

tettitOny Of the plaintiff and health care providers.
The leg CaSe involved a serious, permanent leg injury;

the TMJ case involved serious, permanent

TMJ and

Shoulder injuries and permanent wage loss;
In the summaries the plaintiff's attorney asked for
damages in a specific amount, and the defense attorhey
auggetted that the jurors award $50,000 in damages in
the leg injury case and $150,000 in the TNIJ case.

The

judge then gaVe a typical pattern instruction directing

the juror to award damages on the basis of the evidence.
In the leg injury case, the amount of damages
requested by the plaintiff's attorney was $100,000,
$300,000, $500,000 or $700,000.

For the TMJ case, the

amount requested by the plaintiff's attorney wag
$200,000, $400,000i $600,000 or $800,000.
The lowest amount requested by the plaintiff'S
g attorney for each injury was selected by the
researchers to be at about the mean of the few reported
abtual jury verdicts in real cases of similar injtriet,
as indicated in Harley and Magee (1985).

The lowest

amounts were increased by increments of $200,000,
roughly the amount of the base levelt, tO eStabliSh the
higher amounts to be used.
Pilot data were collected frOm nine male and seven

females college students (moan age
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21.33; SD = 1.76)

who indicated how Much they would award in damages in
each of the two cases.

For the purposes of the pilot
_

_

_

study, the summaries did not include any request by the

plaintiff's attorney for a specific amount of damages.
The mean awards were $167,812, SD = $20,920, for the leg
injury case, anJ $276,687, SD
injuty case.

$244,619, for the TMJ

These pilot findings wete similar to the

actual jury awards mentioned by Harley and Maciee (1986)
and thus confirmed the reasonableness of the figures
selected for lower levels of amounts requested for
damages in the experiment.

Frocedure

For each caser 16 versions were created, crossing
four levels of amount requested with two possible sexes

for the plaintiff and two ethnic group possibilities
(hispanic versus white nonhispanic).

The 16 versions of

the leg case were combined in counterbalanced fashion

with the 16 versions of the TMJ case;

The case

summaries were randomly assigned to either first or
second position in each two-case set, and a single set
was given to each subject.
Results

A 4 (levels of amount requested) X 2 (gender of
plaintiff) X 2 (hispanic versus nonhispanic plaintiff)
ANOVA was done for each case;

The ANOVA for the leg
_

injury case showed only one significant interaction or

main effect:

The amount requested had a significant

effect on the amount awarded, F(3,
.001.

139) = 24.86, p <

Table I shows the means of amount awarded for the

different amounts requested.

Insert Table I about here

The relationship was essentially linear, as Figure
1 shows graphically.

A linear regression analysis using

the amount requested as a predictor showed that 33% of
the variance of the amount awarded was explained by the

amount requeoted.

Figure I should go about here

The ANOVA for the TMJ case showed three significant
effectt.

One Was a significant triple interaction,

F(3/ 142) = 4.66, P < .004i in which female hispanic

plaintiffs were awarded Iess in damazos as they
requested the highest amcunt, in distincion to their
OVérall pattern of receiving more if they asked for
Mote.

Vlere was also a significant main effect of the

e- Of the plaintiff in which female plaintiffs were

aWarded less than males
Finally, there was a significant main effect of
amount requested, F (3, 142) = 21.63, p < .001, ih WhiCh

plaintiffs generally were awarded more if they atked for
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more. A linear regression analysis using the amount

requested as a predictor showed that 28% of the
variance of the amount awarded was explained by the
amount requested.

Table II shows the means of the amountS awarded by
the different amounts requested.

Figure 1 shows the

data graphically.

Table II should go about here

Because of the finding of a gender effect and a
triple interaction regarding the TMJ injury case, we
looked at the leg injury case data for similar trends.
There was none.

DI-scussion

The primary finding of the preSent experiment was
that the more money requested for damages by the
plaintiff's attorney, the more the jurors awarded.

This

effect was consistent across cases and across plaintiffs
of different sexes and ethnic grouos.

The effect was

essentially linear, except that with regard to the TMJ

injuty case for the female hispanic plaintiff, there
was a boomerang effect as the plaintiff's attorney
requested the highest amount of damages oE the four
amounts examined.

The unhypothetized finding of a boomerang effect
is tantalizingly in line with some prior research on
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attitude change (McGuire; 1976).

HOWeVer, because the

effect found with regard to only one of the cases and

then only with tegArd to a hattoWgtoup of subjects,
little faith should be put in the findingi
The same may be said regarding the unhypothesized
finding that female plaintiffS Were generally awarded
less in damages than rhale plaintiffs in the TMJ case.

This finding fitS Well With findings that actual juries
tend to award lesS to fetaleS (Nagel & Weitzman; 1972),
biA JAAO.e kai-tb tan be put in the finding in li§ht Of

the lack of even a aitilat trend in the leg injury case.
The main issue relating to interpretation of

the findings of the experiment is how far can one go in
generalizing the primary finding that the more damages
requested, the more awarded.

Several methodological

aspects of the experiment must be considered in this
regard.

FirSt, there is the fact that the subjects were

college stUdentS, who were likely younger overall than
real jUtOrS.

TheSe subjects may reach decisions in a

different faShiOn from nonstudents.

However, it is

noteworthy that in Many or perhaps aIl states most
c011ege students are eligible for jury duty;

Hence, the

StUdentS We're members of the actual population of
interest.

Further, there is no empirical basis for

expecting them to reach decisions in a manner different
from nonstudents.
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Second, there is the fact that the experiment was a
simulation.

It may be that the real consequences of

jUry decisions would eliminate the effett found, bUt

there do not appear to be any convincing reasona why
this would be so.

Third, the simulation involved summaries rather
than lengthy real testimony with the typical delayg
involVed in objections and rulings;

It is posSible

that the amount of damages requested by the attorneys
would be less significant in such cirtumatanceS than in
the simulation if only because so Muth additional
information is presented to the jurOtS in actUal trials.

Hence, one might expect the effect of ItOUht reqUested
to be less strong in a real ttial than ih the
simulation; in which the amount requetted explained 33%
and 28% of the variance of the amount awarded in the two
cases.

However, there dOeS nOt Appear to be any

compelling reason to belieVe that the effect would disappear
completely.

Fourth; there iS the fact that the simulation used
individual subjectS at the unit Of analysis rather than
juries;

A possibility exiSta that the decision making

of juries SOMehow eliminates the effect found with
individual jurors.

The feW StudieS published about the decision
making of actual juries do not provide any evidence for
or against that possibility.

One would expect though

that the decisions of juries would be highly correlated
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With individual views, and there is some evidence that
thiS is the case;

KaIven and Zeisel (1988, p. 64) found

in actual personal injury trials that the verdict
individual trial judges would have reached agreed with
actual jury verdicts 78% of the time;

They concluded on

the basis of these findings and on the basis of juror
interviews about pre-deliberation views that "to a
substantial degree the jury verdict is determined hy the
posture of the vote at the start of the deliberation
process and not by the impact of the process as ratiOnal
persuasion" (p. 496);

With the methodological limitations of the present
experiment in mind, one might most reasonably conclude
that the finding of a hypothesized linear relationship
between amount of damages requested and amount awarded
is suggestive with regard to actual juries and tends to
confirm prior findings in attitUde=discepancy research
dealing with other attitudes.

Although the best possible way of examining the
finding further would be to study actual juries in real
trials with carefully controlled manipulations regarding
amount requested, such is impossible as a practical
matter;

A practical approach would involve adding one

methodological improvement at a time in examining the
relationship.

A sensible first improvement would be to use
videotapes of cases rather than written summaries.
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If
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the effect still appears, further refinements of the
method can be made in subsequent studies.

Eventually,

attorneys may have empirical evidence on the issue solid

enough to aid them in deciding how much to ask a jury to
award for damages in e given case.
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Table I

Means and Standard Deviations of Damages Awarded Ly.

Amount Requested in Leg iniREE Case
Amount Awatdeda
SD

AtoUht

Requesteda
100,000

90,333

33,476

39

300,000

188,462

99,480

39

500,000

282,868

227,263

38

700,000

421,538

247,059

39

aAmounts ate in dollars
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Table II

Means and Standard Deviatinmg_ of Damages Awarded hy.

Amount Requested, 12/. Plaintiff's Se-x and by Plaintiff's
Ethnic proup in TMJ Lnimry Case
Amount Awardeda
SD

Amount

Requesteda
200,000

M-H

2380000

163,626

10

M-W

200,000

62,361

10

F-H

176,000

230781

10

F-W

177,500

470799

10

M-H

316,667

119,896

9

M-W

2920500

104,117

10

F-H

290,000

110,050

10

F-W

2630636

71 031

11

M-H

400,000

176,383

10

M-W

517,900

2370626

10

F-H

5100000

1520388

10

F-W

309,700

131,558

10

400,000

600 000

1. 7

17

800,000

M=H

576,900

306,914

10

M-W

488,889

261,937

9

F-H

327,778

253,859

9

F-W

510,000

263,321

10

Note:

M = male; I = female; H = hispanic;

W = white nonhispanic
a Amounts are in dollars
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Figure Caption
Figure I.

Means of amount of damages awarded by amount

requested for all plaintiffs in leg injury case and for
female hispanic plaintiffs and for other plaintiffs in TMJ
injury case.
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Leg Case - Sample Summary

Overview

1241

This is -the case of Irene MarqueZ, a 76=year-o1d hispanic
female who was injured in a fall.
Your Role

At the beginning of the trial the judge tells you (a) that

the plaintiff, _Irene_ Marquez,_ is_ suing the_defendant, Northside

Buick, Inc., for damages, (b) that the defendant has admitted
that the defendant negligently _created_a dangerous condition_nn
its property that_ caused the plaintiff, Irene Marquez., to_fall
and suffer injuries and (c) that yod are to decide how much money
the p1a3ntiff will be awarded as damages.
The Evid-nc

At the trial you are presented with the following evidence
regarding Irene Marquez's dattiage, from two witnesses, Irene's

physician and Irene:
1;

Irene Marquez's_ treating physician testifies_ (a)._that he

has treated Irene for two years since the time of the accident;
(b) that the accident caused severe damage to the upper _part of
Irene's right leg bone that_connects to the hip, (c) _that he
operated on the_leg, removed the top part of the Ieg bone and
replaced it with an artifical bone, (d) that the injury and _the
surgery were quite painful, C_W_ that eVen with the surgery, Irene
will never be able to_walk Without Pain, (f) that to walk safely,
Irene must use an walker, vhith is an aluminum object with_four
legs, and (g) that Irene ShoUld_neVer walk over 60 feet at one
time and should never try to Walk ov r rough terrain
2. Irene testifies (a) that_before the accident she_was in
good health, (b) that she eXperienced constant severe pain for
four months after _the aCCident, (c) that her right leg always
hurts when she walks and often hurts even when she is inactive;
(d) that prior to the attident_she had retired, and (e) that
because of the _injuries she sufferedi_she has been and_remains
unable to do many of her _favOrite activities, including going for
walks, playing games with her great=Urandchildren, and taking
care of the yard.
Closing Argument of Attorneys
After all the evidence iS preSented, Irene's attorney argues
that the jury should award Irene $100,_000 in damages for past and
future pain, suffering and loss of enjoyment of life;

The defendant's attOthey argues_that only $50,000 should be
awarded for past and futUre pain, Suffering and loss of enjoyment
of life.
Instrnrtions 121 the Judge

in8trUtt you to

The Judge then
decide how much_to award the
plaintiff for damages and to base your decision on the evidence.
HOW MUch money would you award for damages?
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TMJ Case - Samp e Summary

Oxerview

2244

This is the taSe_of Lucille Lucero, a 56-yearold HiSpanic
female who was injured in an automobile accident.
Your Role

At tne beginning of the trial the judge tells_you (a) that
the plaintiff, Lucille Luceroi is suing_ the defendant, 06n
JOhnson, fot_damages, (b) that the Judge has_ decid_ed that the
defendant_negUgently caused an automobile attic:lent in Which the
plaintiff, Lucille Lucero, was injured, and (c)_ that you are to
decide hOW mudh money the plaintiff will be awarded aS damages.
The Evidence

At_the trial you are presented with_the f011Owing evidence
frOm four_ Witnesses:,
ihtlUding her physician, her dentigt, her ptYchologist and

regarding Lucille Lucero's damages;
herself:
1.

Lucille Lucero's treating physitiah teStifieS (a) that he

haS_tteated Lucille for four years since the time of the
attident,_ (b) that the accident caUsed permanent muscle and

ligaineht damage to both of Lucille's shoulders and also to her
netk, _all as confirmed by X-rays_(c) that he_has operated once
O h eath shOulder with some immediate increase in pain and then an
O Vetall decrease, (d) that Lucille'_S condition_will not improve
any more, anA (e) that because of the injUrieS Lutille will
always experience constant pain in her_ _Shoulders and neck even
With pain==teducing medications and Will neVer be able to work
again fot a living,

2._ Lucille's treating dentist teStifies (a) that he has
ttbated Lucille for four yeatS fOt injuries to both jaw joints
t abSbd by the accidenti,(b) that th_e accident caused permanent
d atage to both jaw joints; as confirmed by _X--=raysi (c) that he
O petated on both jaw joints at different_times, leading to an
itMediate increase in pain f0110Wed by t decrease, and (d) that
Liacille
will always experience conStant mild pain in both jaw
joints, with occasional severe pain.
3._ Lucille's psychologist teStifieS (a) that as a result of
the pain and inability to Wotk taUSed_by the accident, Lucille
has suffered depression for_the past four years and (b) that it
iS unlikely that Lucille will eVet ttop being depressed.
4, Lucille testifies _(6) that Sihte_the accident she has_had
constant pain in her shoulAerS, netk_and bOth sides of her_head,
(b) that she has felt worthles_S and_depreSsed
since the accident,
(c) that she has been physically Unable to work in the four years
since tie accident because of her injUribS, (d) that she has been
physically unable to do many of her favorite activities since the

accident,
(e)

including taking long walkS, _dancing and bowling. and
that before the accident she W88 making $7,000 per year as a

janitor.

Closin-; Argumeni-R of Atto_rneys

After all the_ evidence iS_ preSented, Lucille's_ attorney
argues that the jury should award LUcille $100,000 in_damages for
past and future joss of wages and $300,090 more for pa_st and
fOttire paini suffering and lOSS of enjoyment of life, for a total
of $40j,000;
The defendant's _attorbe_y a-greet that Lucille should be
awarded $100,000_for past and fUture wage loss but argues that
only S50,000 more should be awarded for past and future pain,
suffering and loss of enjoyment of life, for a total of $150,000;
InStructions 121 the Judge

The Judge then instructs you to decide how much to award the
Plaintiff for damages and to ID.a6 ybur decision on the evidence;
How much money would you award for damages?

